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ABSTRACT

A simple technique is tested to improve the contractile effect of a cold plasma jet on
acute wounds of mice. Distilled water on the order of microliters is dropped onto wounds before
treatment. To assess the fate of the water, an infrared thermal imager is applied. To evaluate the
healing effect, macroscopic and immunohistological studies are conducted. Regarding the wound
contractile effect, we show that combination treatment of plasma with dropped water seemed to
have a greater effect than plasma treatment alone. Plasma may modify the wound surface
through such water, chemically and physically. The histological stiffness of the wound surface
during maturation and remodeling, however, may also influence the fate of the water during
treatment.
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1.

Introduction
Collaborative efforts within the fields of plasma, biology and biomedical research to

overcome obstacles around the application of cold atmospheric plasma treatment for wound care
are part of the plasma medicine agenda

[1] [2] [3]

. It is well known that the flow rate of the carrier

gas, such as Ar or He, can be used to reduce the temperature of an atmospheric plasma jet during
its generation [4]; however, such gas may also contribute to the drying of a wound surface when it
is the object of such treatment. According to modern perspectives on wound care, it has been
suggested that normal wound healing should take place in a moist environment

[5] [6]

. It was also

reported that the treatment of wounds with dry air can inhibit their healing due to evaporation [7]
[8]

.
In the plasma medicine community, it was established that the added value of cold

plasma treatment may be associated with its possibility of producing biological molecules like
reactive oxygen and nitrogen species (RONS) [9] [10], which, at appropriate dosages, may promote
wound repair [11] [12]. Accordingly, it is important to optimize the roles of RONS and to minimize
the drying effect of cold plasma.
In both humans and animal models, wound contraction is a key event in the healing of
full-thickness wounds [13]. It is well established that this process is influenced by the presence of
myofibroblasts [14]. Referring to Hinz et al.

[15]

, there are multiple ways by which myofibroblasts

originate, one of which is through their differentiation from fibroblasts. It has recently been
shown that O2 and ROS may trigger this mechanism [16]. On the basis of histological study of a
mouse model mimicking a clinical setting, it was reported that daily treatment with a cold plasma
jet for 1 minute on a full-thickness wound accelerated its healing through the promotion of
wound contraction, among others

[17]

. In this previous study, wound size on day 7 in the cold
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plasma-treated group was macroscopically significantly smaller than that in the control group,
but there was no statistically significant difference regarding the mean myofibroblast count.
Considering that wound healing is a complex living process consisting of orchestrated events
communicated by collaborative biological substances
intervene at the microenvironmental level

[18]

[13]

and that cold plasma may be able to

, it is not easy to identify and evaluate a single

factor related to it. However, on the basis of macroscopic observation, it has been shown that the
surface of the wound was drier after cold plasma treatment than that in a control [17].
Against this background, the present study was conducted to evaluate a simple technique
involving dropping water on the order of microliters that attempts to reduce the drying effect
during cold plasma treatment on the wound surface. We used a mouse model mimicking a
clinical setting and employed water because it was reported that water is commonly used in the
community and in hospitals for cleaning wounds due to its accessibility, efficiency and costeffectiveness

[19]

. We hope that this research bridges the gap between cellular- and human-level

studies in plasma medicine for community and hospital settings.

2. Experimental
2.1. Cold plasma jet system
This research used a cold atmospheric pressure plasma jet system provided by the Division of
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Kanazawa University, Kanazawa, Japan, as
shown in Figure 1. This device was developed based on the work of Teschke et al. [20]. In order
to enable comparison with our previous results

[17]

, Ar gas was chosen as the carrier gas for the

cold atmospheric pressure plasma jet. Two metal ring electrodes were used around the quartz
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tube for this system. It had a quartz tube with a 1.6 mm inner diameter and 3.0 mm outer
diameter. The distance between the two electrodes was 1 mm. The lower ring electrode was
connected to the ground. A low-frequency (~20 kHz) AC high voltage, with a peak-to-peak
voltage of 25 kV, was applied to the upper ring electrode when Ar gas (99.995% purity) at a flow
rate of 5 standard liters per minute (slm) was injected from one end of the quartz tube. A highvoltage probe (P6015A; Tektronix, Inc., Tokyo, Japan) and a current probe (8585C; Pearson
Electronics, Palo Alto, CA, USA) were applied to measure the discharge voltage and discharge
current to estimate the amount of power consumed by the power supply. The average power
density at the electrode was 85 W/cm2.

Ar
Metal
electrode
Quartz tube
Resistor (100 kOhm)

Plasma

~ 15 mm

Power
supply

Holder from
Paper
Mouse
Paper box

Figure 1. Experimental set-up. Digital image: wound during plasma treatment
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2.2. Thermal and safety evaluation of cold plasma jet on normal skin
a.

Nozzle tip–skin surface distances versus ΔT
The hair of three BALB/c mice under anesthetized conditions was shaved one day before

the experiment. Under anesthetized conditions, they were then treated with a cold plasma jet
under the following conditions: Ar gas flow rate = 5 slm; peak-to-peak voltage = 25 kV; nozzle
tip–skin distances (d) = 5, 10 and 15 mm; and treatment time = 2 minutes. The dorsal skin of
each mouse was treated with different spots, so that there were 4 spot samples in every
experimental mouse. A digital camera (LUMIX DMC-FX07) was used to document the
experimental conditions, during and after treatment. During treatment, the temperature
distribution of treated skin and its surroundings was measured using a non-contact infrared
digital camera (IR camera) (F30S; NEC Avio Infrared Technologies, Tokyo, Japan). Using this
camera, about ten images were taken for each sample during 2 minutes. After treatment, the skin
was observed visually.
The relationship between nozzle tip–skin surface distance and ΔT was evaluated. ΔT was
calculated as Tp-Tni, in which Tp is the peak temperature spot of skin under plasma treatment
and Tni is the temperature spot on skin with no plasma treatment. Tp and Tni were obtained from
a thermal image processed using InfReC Analyzer NS9500 Lite. Finally, ANOVA was applied
to analyze the differences between group means.

b.

Flow rate of Ar gas versus ΔT
Under the aforementioned conditions of experimental mice, those of a cold plasma jet

and those of a procedure with minor modification were applied in this section. Four mice were
used. The nozzle tip–skin surface distance (d) was fixed at 15 mm and the flow rates of Ar gas
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were varied among 2, 3, 4 and 5 slm. The dorsal skin of each mouse was treated with different
spots, so that there were 4 spot samples in every experimental mouse. The relationship between
the flow rate of Ar and ΔT was evaluated as described previously.

2.3. Evaluation of OH radical, H2O2 and NO3- generation in the liquid phase
OH radical generation in liquid was evaluated using terephthalic acid (TA, Nacalai
Tesque), as applied previously

[21]

. Terephthalic acid reacts with OH radicals to generate 2-

hydroxyterephthalic acid (HTA) with stable fluorescence

[22] [23]

. Specifically, a plastic vessel

containing 1.2 ml of 3 mM TA solution in NaOH aqueous solution (7.5 mM) and without cells
was treated with a plasma jet under the following conditions: Ar gas flow rate = 5 slm; peak-topeak voltage = 25 kV; nozzle tip–solution surface distance = 10, 15 and 20 mm; and treatment
time = 60, 180, 300 and 420 s/vessel. HTA fluorescent signals generated by the reaction of TA
with OH radicals were detected with a microplate spectrofluorometer (Gemini XPS, Molecular
Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) at excitation and emission wavelengths of 315 nm and 425 nm,
respectively. Using an authentic HTA external standard, the fluorescent signals were converted
to concentrations. A calibration curve over the range of 0.5-100 μM was generated by making a
series of 2HTA dilutions in NaOH solution.
H2O2 was evaluated using ultrapure water. Ultrapure water in a cuvette was treated with a
plasma jet under the same conditions with modification of the treatment time in the range of 20120 s. H2O2 in the ultra-pure water medium was analyzed by a peroxidase enzyme method using
a commercially available reagent (Kyoritsu Chemical-Check Lab., Model WAK-H2O2, range:
0.05-5.0 mg/L) immediately after cold plasma treatment. This method was also previously
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applied by other researchers

[24]

. The concentration of H2O2 was determined with a UV–vis

absorption spectrometer (Hitachi, U-2810) using the absorption peak at 540 nm.
The conditions of cold plasma treatment for the evaluation of nitrogen-based species,
NO3-, resembled those for H2O2. The treatment times of plasma were varied among 60, 180, 300
and 420 s. The presence of such species in water was detected using ion chromatography
performed using the Shimadzu Prominence HPLC system with IC-SA2, for an anion separation
column, and IC-C4, for a cation separation column.

2.4. Animals and experimental protocol
Forty-eight BALB/c CrSlc male mice aged 8 weeks (Sankyo Lab Service Corporation,
Inc., Toyama, Japan) and weighing 21.3–26.0 g were used. They were caged individually in an
air-conditioned room at 25.0 ± 2.0 ºC with light from 08:45 to 20:45 h and under ad libitum
feeding conditions. All of the animal experiments conducted in this study were reviewed and
approved by Kanazawa University Animal Experiment Committee and the experimental protocol
and animal care followed the Guidelines for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of
Kanazawa University, Japan (AP: 112243).
2.5. Wound healing model and plasma treatment
A full-thickness wound with a diameter of 4 mm was created on dorsal skin of a mouse
using a punch biopsy of 4 mm following a previously described procedure [17]. Plasma treatment
was conducted once daily for 1 minute in one spot at the center of the wound. The position of the
wound surface was about 15 mm under the nozzle tip, as shown in Figure 1. Room temperature
during the experiment was 21-24 °C.
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The experimental procedure after day 0 is shown in Figure 2. Generally, the mice were
randomly classified into three groups:
a. Control group (C): Wounds were allowed to heal daily under hydrocolloid dressing
(Tegaderm; 3M Health Care, Tokyo, Japan) to maintain their moist environment. To
maintain hydrocolloid dressing coverage of the wound, the mouse body was then
bandaged.
b. Group with plasma treatment only (P): Wounds were treated with a cold plasma jet for 1
minute and then covered with hydrocolloid dressing. To maintain hydrocolloid dressing
coverage of the wound, the mouse body was then bandaged.
c. Group with combination treatment of plasma with dropped water (PW): Wounds were

subjected daily to the dropping of 40 µL of distilled water and treated using a cold
plasma jet for 1 minute, after which about 1-2 minutes was allowed to pass before they
were covered with hydrocolloid dressing. To maintain hydrocolloid dressing coverage of
the wound, the mouse body was then bandaged.
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A
Control

Wound under
hydrocolloid dressing

Observing wound

Covering dressing

Bandaging

Plasma

Wound under
hydrocolloid dressing

Observing wound

Treating with plasma
for 1 minute

Covering dressing

Bandaging

Plasma with water

Wound under
hydrocolloid dressing

Observing wound

Bandaging

Dropping water and
waiting for about
15-30 seconds

Treating with plasma for 1
minute

Waiting 1-2 minutes

Covering dressing

B

C

Figure 2. A. Experimental procedure. B. Wound under hydrocolloid dressing. C. Bandaged
mouse.
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2.6. Evaluation of the fate of dropped water during cold plasma treatment
We assumed that dropped water and wound fluid may contribute to support the healing
effect of cold plasma treatment by establishing a beneficial environment in the wound. To
achieve such conditions, the presence of water on the surface of the wound during the treatment
was a prerequisite. Considering that (a) a cold plasma jet has a gas flow that may affect both
dropped water and the wound surface, and (b) the wound experiences histological maturation
during its healing, we hypothesized that the meeting of the cold plasma jet and the dropped water
on the wound may collaborate to produce a defined pattern in the period of observation.
In order to test this hypothesis, the conditions were classified into two experimental
results: (a) conditions with a defined pattern, if the wound area and its surroundings were mostly
covered with water; and (b) conditions with no defined pattern, if the conditions in (a) were not
exhibited. To monitor these conditions, a non-contact infrared camera (F30S; NEC Avio Infrared
Technology, Tokyo, Japan) was applied. This camera was employed at a distance of about 15 cm
from the object. Using it, approximately 8 images were obtained for every sample from day 1
until day 11. InfRec Analyzer NS9500 Lite was applied to process such images. Comparative
study of the obtained images was conducted from day to day during the observation period.

2.7. Macroscopic evaluation
The day when wounds were made was designated as day 0, and the process of wound
healing was observed daily from day 0 to day 14 after wounding. Before observation, the
environment surrounding the wounds was cleaned with saline solution. Wound edges were
traced on polypropylene sheets and photographs were taken every day. The traces on the sheets
were captured with a scanner onto a personal computer using Adobe Photoshop Elements 7.0
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(Adobe System Inc., Tokyo, Japan), and the areas of the wounds were calculated using the image
analysis software Scion Image Beta 4.02 (Scion Corporation, Frederick, Maryland, USA).

2.8. Prediction of healing day
The day of wound healing was predicted based on a graph of the ratio of wound area to
initial wound area. Initially, the overall trend of this graph was evaluated. Wound healing day
was plotted on the y-axis when the trend of reduction of wound size started to become flat, as
reported previously [17], which was at 0.3 (see Figure 6a). At that point, it was assumed that new
epithelium completely covered the wound surface in all samples for all groups. From that
plotted point, line z was made, crossing the lines of reduction for every group. Wound healing
days at points ^pw, ^p and ^c were further created based on the lines from their meeting points to
the x-axis.

2.9. Tissue processing
The mice were euthanized by a massive pentobarbital sodium IP injection on day 7, 11 or
14 post-wounding. The wounds and the surrounding normal skin were excised, stapled onto
polypropylene and fixed in neutral buffered 10% formalin solution in 0.01 M phosphate buffer,
at pH 7.4, for about 15 hours. The samples were then rinsed in 0.01 M phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS) for about 8 hours. Subsequently, they were dehydrated in an alcohol series, cleaned in
xylene and embedded in paraffin to prepare serial 5-µm sections.
Immunohistochemical staining for myofibroblasts was conducted in line with our
procedure as reported previously[17]. The tissue sections were incubated with primary antibody,
anti-α-smooth muscle actin (anti-α-SMA) (Abcam Japan, Tokyo, Japan) (1:100 in Tween-PBS),
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at 4 ºC overnight, and then with secondary antibody, Dako EnVision+System-HRP Labeled
Polymer Anti-Mouse (Dako North America Inc., CA), at room temperature for 30 minutes. After
completion of the incubation with the secondary antibody, the sections were reacted with 3,3’diaminobenzidine substrate (Dako ENVISION Kit/HRP (DAB), Dako Japan, Kyoto, Japan) for
staining for about 2-5 minutes at room temperature. Finally, counterstaining was conducted using
hematoxylin.

2.10. Microscopic observations
On the basis of the anti-α-SMA staining result using an Olympus BX50 light microscope
(Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) at a magnification of 400x, myofibroblasts were counted. Using an
Olympus DP72 digital camera and Olympus DP2-BSW software, images were captured. Three
squares were selected at each wound margin and the center of the wound, on four serial sections
per wound. The data are presented as the mean number of stained cells counted in the twelve
squares; four serial wound sections per wound were analyzed.

2.11. Statistical analysis
Data were subjected to statistical analyses using SPSS 16.0. Mean differences between the PW,
P and control groups for ΔT, the ratio of average wound area to the original wound area, the
number of days of wound healing and the results of myofibroblast counts were evaluated by
ANOVA followed by the Tukey-Kramer method; p-values <0.05 were considered significant.
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3. Results
3.1. Thermal and safety evaluation of cold plasma jet on normal skin

TABLE 1. Representative examples of skin condition images used to evaluate the thermal and safety effects of
plasma treatment as a function of nozzle tip-skin distance (d). Histogram shows the relationship between d and ΔT.
d
(mm)

During
treatment

During treatment (Infrared image)

1 h after
treatment

5

10

15

TABLE 2. Representative examples of skin condition images used to evaluate the thermal and safety effects of
plasma treatment as a function of gas flow rate. Histogram shows the relationship between gas flow rate and ΔT.
Flow
Rate (slm)
2

During
treatment

During treatment (Infrared
image)

1 h after
treatment

3

4

5

14

a. Nozzle tip–skin surface distances versus ΔT
A uniform temperature distribution on skin under plasma treatment at 15 mm was observed with
a temperature of about 34 °C (green band). In contrast, a non-uniform temperature distribution
on skin under plasma treatment at 5 and 10 mm was observed with peak temperatures at their
centers reaching between 48 and 50 °C (white band). Unfortunately, injury was observed about 1
hour after plasma treatment at 5 and 10 mm, whilst this was not observed at 15 mm (Table 1).
Additionally, plasma treatment with nozzle–skin distances of 5 mm, 10 mm and 15 mm caused
ΔT (elevated skin temperature) of 16 ± 5°C, 12 ± 3 °C and 4 ± 1 °C, respectively. ΔT at 15 mm
was significantly lower than those at 5 mm and 10 mm.

b. Flow rate of Ar gas versus ΔT
A uniform temperature distribution on skin under plasma treatment at 4 and 5 slm was observed
with a temperature of about 34 °C (green band). In contrast, a nonuniform temperature
distribution on skin under plasma treatment at 2 and 3 slm was observed with peak temperatures
at the centers that reached between 48 and 50 °C (white band) and 42 and 44 °C (red band).
Unfortunately, abnormal skin was observed about 1 hour after plasma treatment with gas flow
rates of 2 and 3 slm, whilst this was not observed at 4 and 5 slm. Additionally, plasma treatment
with gas flow rates of 2, 3, 4 and 5 slm caused elevations of skin temperature of 16 ± 1 °C,
7 ± 2 °C, 4 ± 0.5 °C and 4 ± 1 °C, respectively (Table 2). ΔT at 5 slm was significantly lower
than those at 2 slm and 3 slm, but was not significantly lower than that at 4 slm.
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3.2. Evaluation of OH radical, H2O2 and NO3- generation in the liquid phase
Both the amounts and the generation rates of HTA, H2O2 and NO3- were calculated and
plotted on graphs. The generation rates of HTA, H2O2 and NO3- were calculated from the total
amounts of these chemicals produced in plasma-treated liquid, as shown in Figures 3a, 3b and
3c, respectively, assuming that the amounts of these chemicals increase linearly with increasing
plasma treatment time. The amounts of HTA, H2O2 and NO3- decreased with increasing nozzle
tip–liquid surface distance, but they increased with increasing treatment time. The generation
rates of HTA, H2O2 and NO3- were relatively constant even when the applied distances were
changed. In the present study, a generation rate of H2O2 of approximately 2 nmol/sec was
detected at an applied distance of 15 mm.
300
10 mm

10 mm

250

15 mm

200

2

2

Amount of H O (nmol)

15 mm
20 mm

1

0

0

100
200
300
Treatment time (sec)

20 mm

2

Amount of HTA (nmol)

3

150
100
50
0

400

0

50
100
Treatment time (sec)

150

b

a
101

12
Amount of NO3- (nmol)

10
20 mm

8
6

15 mm

4
2
0
0

Generation rate (nmol/s)

10 mm
H2O2
0

10

10-1
NO3-2

10

HTA

-3

100 200 300 400
Treatment time (sec)

c

500

10

0

5
10
15
20
Treatment distance (mm)

25

d

Figure 3. a. Amount of HTA. b. Amount of H2O2. c. Amount of NO3-. d. Generation rates of
HTA, H2O2 and NO3- at treatment distances of 10, 15 and 20 mm.
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3.3. Evaluation of the fate of dropped water during plasma treatment
Evaluation of the fate of the water dropped on the wounds under plasma treatment was
conducted from day 1 to day 10. In infrared thermal images, the presence of water or that of
liquid was represented by a blue color. During the 10 days of observation, there was variation in
the appearance of the water dropped on the wounds. From day 1 to day 3, a defined pattern with
a blue color, as shown in Figure 4 (day 1), was observed in all samples of PW. This appearance
showed that the surroundings of the wound surface were consistently covered with water.
Considering digital and infrared images, it seemed likely that, under plasma treatment, at first,
the water surface was suppressed by the blowing of Ar gas. Consequently, it moved down and
was concentrated along the edge of the wound and on the surrounding skin. From day 4 to day 7,
however, the number of samples with this pattern decreased gradually. Finally, on days 9 and 10,
no defined pattern was observed. On these two days, water left the wound surface and its
surroundings during treatment, as shown in Figure 4 (day 9).
In samples of P, a blue color was also observed in a smaller round area during the
inflammation phase. This represented natural inflammation fluid. On the other hand, on days 9
and 10, it appeared that the condition of plasma influenced the area of PW and that of P
relatively similarly. Skin under plasma was slightly elevated. There was an area with a slightly
elevated temperature under plasma treatment, which the plasma seemed to have warmed.
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PW-9d

PW-1d

PW-1d

P-9d

P-1d

P-1d

Day 1

a

Day 9

b

Figure 4. a. Histogram showing the number of samples in PW with a defined pattern and no defined
pattern from day 1 to day 10. b. Representative appearances of digital images and those of infrared
thermal images during cold plasma treatment with a defined pattern (PW-1d) and with no defined pattern
(PW-9d). Inflammation fluid colored blue is exhibited in P-1d. Abbreviations: PW-1d: sample image of
PW at day 1; P-1d: sample image of P at day 1; PW-9d: sample image of PW at day 9; P-9d: sample
image of P at day 9.
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3.4. Macroscopic observation

C

P

PW

Day

0

7

11

14

Figure 5. Macroscopic observation of wound healing.
Wounds in all groups were observed from day 0 to day 14, as shown in Figure 5. From
day 1 to day 5, wounds in all groups expanded due to edema and then gradually decreased in size
until the end of this period. From day 7 to day 14, wounds in PW were smaller than in P and C.
There were no marked differences regarding the condition of the wound surface among C, P and
PW. During the inflammation stage, from day 1 until approximately day 6, exudate appeared in
all groups. From day 7 to day 14, the wound surfaces in all groups were mostly fresh.
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3.5. Wound area reduction and day of wound healing

a

b

Figure 6. a. Ratio of wound areas to initial wound areas during healing. Note that: (i) # shows
significance level of P to C, while * and ** show that of PW to C; (ii) points ^pw, ^p and ^c
show days of wound healing prediction for PW, P and C, respectively; b. Histogram regarding
days of wound healing prediction for every group. Days of wound healing prediction for C, P
and PW were 12.6 ± 1.6, 12.2 ± 1.4 and 10.8 ± 1.2 days, respectively.

Generally, there were similar patterns with respect to wound area reduction in all groups,
as shown in Figure 6a. They expanded from day 0 to day 5 or 6, and then gradually decreased
in size from day 6 or 7 until the end of the observation period. On observation at days 4-8, all
wounds in P were smaller than those in C, but P and C means were not significantly different
(days 4-8: P>0.05). On the other hand, in this period, on days 3, 4, 5 and 7, all wounds in PW
20

were smaller than those in C, in which PW and C means were significantly different (day 4:
P<0.01; day 5: P<0.01; day 7: P<0.05). Additionally, in the same observation period, all
wounds in PW were smaller than those in P, but PW and P means were not significantly different
(days 4-8: P>0.05). At the end of the observation period, there were no statistically significant
differences between PW and C, or between PW and P; however, the wound size of PW was the
smallest.
Days of wound healing for C, P and PW were 12.6 ± 1.6, 12.2 ± 1.4 and 10.8 ± 1.2 days,
respectively, as shown in Figure 6b. The day of wound healing for PW was significantly earlier,
by about 2 days, than that for C (P<0.05). On the other hand, the day of wound healing for P was
earlier than that for C, but the two means were not significantly different (P>0.05).

3.6. Myofibroblast count

Figure 7. Histogram of myofibroblast number on days 7, 11 and 14. By day 7, myofibroblast
number in the PW group was significantly greater than those in C and P.
21

Myofibroblasts on days 7, 11 and 14 were calculated (Figure 7). The numbers of
myofibroblasts per mm2 in PW and P peaked on day 7 and then decreased gradually until day 14,
while that in C also peaked on day 7, decreased on day 11 and then tended to be stable on day 14.
On day 7, the number of myofibroblasts in PW was significantly greater than those in P (P<0.01)
and C (P<0.01), while that in P was greater than that in C, but P and C means were not
significantly different (P>0.05). On day 11, the number of myofibroblasts in PW was greater
than those in P and C, but the two means were not significantly different (PW vs. P: P>0.05; PW
vs. C: P>0.05). On the other hand, on day 14, the number of myofibroblasts in PW was lower
than those in P and C, but the means were not significantly different (PW vs. P: P>0.05; PW vs.
C: P>0.05). On day 14, the numbers of myofibroblasts in PW, P and C were lower than those on
day 7. The two means in the first and second groups were significantly different (PW: P<0.01; P:
P<0.05), but those in the latter two groups were not (P>0.05).

4. Discussion
In this study, we show that combination treatment of dropping water with plasma
provided an improvement over just plasma treatment for the healing of full-thickness acute
wounds on mouse skin. It has been established that wound healing consists of three main phases:
inflammation, granulation tissue formation and matrix formation/remodeling [13]. In this study, on
days 4-8 or from the late stage of the inflammation phase until the granulation phase of wound
healing: (a) the wound size in the plasma-treated group was not significantly smaller than that in
the control group; and (b) wound size on days 4, 5 and 7 in the combination-treated group was
significantly smaller than that in the control group. Thus, it was suggested that combination
treatment of dropping water with plasma caused a greater reduction of wound size than plasma
treatment alone during this phase. Secondly, considering that, on day 7, myofibroblast count in
22

the plasma-treated group was significantly higher than that in the control, while that in the
combination-treated group was significantly higher than those in the plasma-treated and control
groups, it was indicated that combination treatment of plasma with dropped water was most
effective to promote myofibroblasts. This indicates that there is a strong correlation between the
reduction of wound size and increased myofibroblast count. Finally, in terms of the effectiveness
of promoting wound contraction, combination treatment of plasma with the dropping of water
seemed to have a greater effect than plasma treatment alone.
The greater effectiveness of combination treatment for wound contraction may be
correlated with the presence of a defined pattern of dropped water during plasma treatment, as
shown in the infrared thermal images. This appearance, however, was only observed on certain
days. Considering that wounds were treated under the same plasma source conditions, it was
suggested that this appearance may represent the histological phenomena of the wound surface
during its healing. It is well established that the wound matrix experiences maturation. In early
wound healing, it is thin, and then during maturation and remodeling, when the matrix becomes
denser with thicker, stronger collagen fibrils, it becomes stiff in order to support isometric
tension of the wound

[25]

. Under gas-blowing conditions, water dropped on a thin surface of a

wound was partly trapped, while all of the dropped water on the stiff surface of a wound tended
to leave it. This may explain why the defined pattern of dropped water was observed in all
samples during the inflammation phase, from day 1 to 3, while it was not observed on days 9 and
10. Interestingly, days 4-8 seemed to represent a transition period, with the samples in this period
being varied.
This research identified the presence of H2O2 and nitrogen-based species at the applied
distance (15 mm under the nozzle of the plasma reactor). Additionally, using an infrared thermal
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imager, an area with a slightly elevated temperature on the wound under the influence of plasma
was detected. Referring to Xia et al.

[26]

, it was reported that radiative warming stimulated the

growth of wound-related cells, namely, fibroblasts.
In this experiment, in terms of the flow rate of Ar gas, it was applied at 5 slm and mouse
wounds were positioned about 15 mm under the nozzle tip of the plasma reactor. These
conditions were adopted after considering the thermal and safety effects of a plasma jet on
normal mouse skin on the basis of two relationships: nozzle tip–skin surface distance versus ΔT
and flow rate of Ar gas versus ΔT, as shown in Tables 1 and 2. Of course, the gas flow rate in
this experiment was higher than in other studies reported previously

[27] [28] [29]

. Under its

influence, the wound surface with a defined pattern was split into two defined areas: (1) along
the edge of the wound, it was associated with concentrated water; and (2) partly in the center of
the wound, it was covered with a low level of or no water, with it being difficult to distinguish
exactly between these two options because of the presence of natural inflammation liquid.
Regarding the former condition, water may have two main actions: (1) to reduce the evaporative
area; and (2) to enhance chemically and control physically H2O2 and nitrogen-based species of
wounds. Regarding the latter condition, in the case of wounds covered with water, even at a low
level, the aforementioned conditions may develop. Conversely, in the case of a wound surface
with no water, the wound surface would directly interact with the reactive species of plasma jet.
Consequently, radiative warming and such reactive species in the gas phase, RONS, may become
key players and evaporation may occur.
A possible mechanism for the cold plasma to support wound healing was discussed
previously

[17]

. Regarding the contractile effect on wounds, it was stated that plasma may take

part in the differentiation from fibroblasts to myofibroblasts through promoting fibroblast
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proliferation and/or activating transforming growth factor beta (TGF-β). In this context,
dropping water may not produce a new pathway, but may support this existing pathway through
enhancing the production of H2O2 and minimizing the evaporative environment of the wound
surface.
Generally, it is well understood that H2O2 has negative and positive effects on chronic
and acute wounds. At relatively high doses, it can not only kill bacteria but also damage healthy
normal tissue

[30]

. Referring to Roy et al.[31], however, it was reported that topical treatment of

H2O2 at a micromolar concentration could improve the healing of acute wounds. Accordingly, in
the sense of the wound contractile effect, the generation rate of H2O2 of about 2 nmol/s during 1
minute under the conditions applied in this study may macroscopically reflect the latter, but
regarding the involved method, there are three significant differences:
(a) Roy et al. applied relatively pure H2O2, but plasma-generated H2O2 within water together
with other substances, like NO3-, was also detected in this experiment. Thus, the synergy
of H2O2 and such species could contribute to healing.
(b) In the work of Roy et al., H2O2 was formulated before the treatment and applied under
steady state conditions, but in this study, it was generated during treatment and under the
influence of plasma. In particular, the flow of gas influenced the distribution area of water
containing H2O2 and NO3- on the wound surface.
(c) Cold plasma jet in this experiment also produced warmth. Referring to Xia et al. [26], it was
reported that radiative warming stimulated the growth of wound-related cells, namely,
fibroblasts.
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A wide range of methods to control the effect of plasma treatment for safe medical
applications have received a lot of attention. A number of plasma sources have also been
developed. In addition, variation in the duration of plasma exposure was applied. Single or
multiple gas ingredients of plasma were also explored. At the same time, cellular, ex vivo and in
vivo models have been applied to evaluate related biological effects. To the best of our
knowledge, however, this is the first report regarding how to select cold plasma treatment based
on thermal and safety effects on normal mouse skin using a non-contact infrared thermal camera.
This is also the first report regarding how to control the effect of plasma treatment through
modifying the surface of the target using water in an in vivo model. However, there are several
limitations in this research. The parameters of the wound surface, like pH, were not monitored,
and also conditions like room temperature and room humidity were not controlled. Finally, the
results of histological evaluation should also be clarified by molecular or cellular studies. These
issues are topics for future investigations.

5. Conclusion
It was observed that a simple technique using combination treatment of cold plasma jet
with dropped water provided an improvement over just plasma treatment in terms of accelerating
the healing of a full-thickness acute wound on mouse skin. This technique improved wound
contraction during the late stage of the inflammation and granulation phases of healing, as
clarified by the myofibroblast count. During plasma treatment, water may modify the wound
surface through reducing the evaporative area, enhancing H2O2 and nitrogen-based species, and
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producing radiative warming. The histological stiffness of the wound surface during maturation
and remodeling, however, may also influence the fate of such water.
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Text for table of contents
A simple technique is tested to improve the contractile effect of cold plasma on wounds. Water is
dropped

on

wounds

before

treatment.

To

evaluate

its

effect,

macroscopic

and

immunohistological studies are performed. We show that combination treatment of plasma with
water appeared to promote the wound contractile effect compared with plasma treatment alone.
Plasma may modify wounds via water, chemically and physically. Wound maturation may also
influence the fate of water during treatment.
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